
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Dear Parents/Carers 
 
I am writing to give early information about our plans for schooling in Term 2. We are basing this planning 
on some assumptions: most children will be at home from the start of Term 2; some children might attend 
school; staff members are attending school. However, things could change between now and the start of 
Term 2.  
 
Please note: schools were yesterday advised the following (about Term 2, at this stage): 
 
Parents are encouraged to keep their children at home. Those who need to send their children to school to 
maintain employment, children of essential workers and those who require schools to support them 
overcome particular vulnerabilities, however, may choose to do so. 
 
I do want to emphasise the ‘particular vulnerabilities’ – please do contact me at the school to discuss your 
child/ren if you believe they are facing ‘particular vulnerabilities’.  
 
In taking in all of the information below, please keep in mind: 

 We are aware that having children at home for the medium to longer term will be difficult and 
complex at times. 

 The school is required to provide ‘curriculum continuity’. We encourage all families to participate in 
what we are providing, but we do realise there are going to be many factors that might hinder this 
eg. poor Internet download; sick members of family; simply a day going ‘pear-shaped’. 

 
Teachers will be using Seesaw to provide on-going teaching and learning for students. For families that 
cannot access Seesaw (eg. no devices, no Internet) we will be providing hard copies. Seesaw is free, able 
to be used on any device (PC, laptop. iPad, phone) and most of our students already know how to use it.  
 
Seesaw – getting ready at home 
Students will need to have access to the Seesaw Class App or be able to access http://app.seesaw.me on 
a computer using a Chrome or Firefox browser. They will login as a student using their Home Learning 
Code, which will be distributed to students shortly. Even if students are using a computer it would be 
beneficial to have some access to the App on a phone or tablet. 

Families/parents can access Seesaw online or through the Seesaw Family App as a parent. Students 
should not use this login or App as they will be unable to receive activities or submit their work. Some 
family access may be ‘pending’ and will be sorted soon. 

Check out this page with a slideshow for more information: 

https://web.seesaw.me/parents/ 

The ‘Plan’ 
On Tuesday 28 April (School Development Day) our teachers will schedule on Seesaw a range of less-
formal learning activities for our students to use for the Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of the first week 
of Term 2. The idea of this ‘trial’ is for families to see how Seesaw goes in their household and also for 
EMPS staff to see how the whole process goes. We will attempt to ‘iron out’ any negative issues during that 
first week.  
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Providing things are going well, teaching and learning proper will start for Week 2. We are aiming to follow 
a regular schedule:  
 

 All teaching and learning tasks for the following week are put onto Seesaw by 12.40pm each Friday 
(the first Friday will be 1 May). There will be enough tasks for children to do Maths and English each 
day (Mon – Fri) and one other learning area per day: Monday – Health and Physical Education, 
Tuesday – Science, Wednesday – Languages (Yr 3-6) and Arts/Other (P-2); Thursday – HASS (the 
old ‘Social Studies’); Friday – Arts. 

 A suggested timetable is: 9.00 – 9.50 Maths, 10.00 – 10.50 English, 11.00 – 11.50 Other learning 
area, but you do not have to follow this. We realise, for example, some families have multiple EMPS 
children but only one device. 

 It may work out that a child gets, for example, Monday and Tuesday work done in one day - that is 
fine.  

 As students complete tasks they respond to them on Seesaw. 

 Each new day a student starts work on Seesaw we would ask that they respond to the ‘check in’ 
activity the teacher has provided. This could be as simple as providing a smiley face emoji. This will 
be like a ‘roll call’, giving our teachers an idea of which students are using Seesaw each day. 

 Students doing hard copy work – work available from 12.40pm each Friday and to be returned to 
school on the Friday of the following week. For families that cannot provide Seesaw learning for 
their child/ren, please see information below.  

 Activities will be labelled with format of Week/Day/Learning Area eg. Week 3 Tuesday English 
 
Contacting your child’s teacher 
Teachers will be available (depending on their work days) from 9.00 – 11.30am each day to be directly 
contacted by parents/students. Options are:  
 

 Parents to communicate through messaging on Seesaw – teachers can reply immediately or soon 
after. 

 Parents ring school to talk with teachers. 

 Parents email the school or teachers directly.  

 Students to message on Seesaw (one way of doing this is when a student responds to an activity 
they can add a message for the teacher). 

 
We are asking that all families respect the 9.00 – 11.30am time slot. Messaging through SeeSaw or talking 
on the phone will only occur in that time slot. Teachers may respond to work emails any time during the 
school day.  
 
Copyright 
We would like all families to treat all work activities that are sent out with ‘copyright’ in mind. In effect this 
means the work we are sending out is for the intended recipient only and not for passing on to other 
families or selling or posting on social media.  
 
What next 
Depending on how things go with Seesaw over the first part of Term 2 we might consider some extra 
options eg students reading aloud / MultiLit over WebEx or Zoom to staff members. However, this is only 
hypothetical at this stage.  
 
Students who need hard copy packages of work 
Seesaw is our preferred mode of curriculum delivery. We ask that parents only ask for hard copy packages 
IF they CANNOT provide opportunity for their child/ren to learn with Seesaw. If you do need hard copy 
packages we ask that you ring the school (9771 9200) by the end of this week. 
 
Students attending school 
For students who will physically attend EMPS from the start of Term 2 –  
 

 They will complete most work through Seesaw on school devices. 

 It is most likely they will be in a group (or groups) in the afternoon – with a staff member/s – focusing 
on hands-on learning.  



 

 

 
Courtesy calls from EMPS to families 
We are aiming to ring families on a regular basis to ‘check-in’ on how you are going with the whole COVID-
19 situation.  
 
Queries and Concerns 
Please do not hesitate to contact the school if you have any questions or concerns regarding the proposed 
‘learning at home’ plan. Some Seesaw ‘hacks/hints’ will be scheduled on Seesaw. 
Please note: if you are looking for more learning tasks for your child/ren, the Learning at Home (WA 
Department of Education-provided) website is very good.  
 
 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Michael Smith 
PRINCIPAL  
 
7 April 2020  


